








































Calling the move by 
the Instructionally 
Related Activities committee to lockout the 
press and public
 from its last meeting 
something out of the "middle ages," 
Assemblyman John 
Vasconcellos,  D -San 
Jose,
 said he would go "right to the top" to try 
to 
change the decision. 
Vasconcellos, head of the Assembly Ways 
and Means committee and a 
member  of the 
Education committee, 
said
 he was irate about 
the IRA committee's
 decision. At press time 
he said he would ask SJSU President Gail 
Fullerton  to have the meeting opened. 
The committee's final meeting is 
scheduled for 2 p.m. today.
 Committee 




the final decision on 
which group gets how much of the nearly
 
$278,000 in IRA money. 
The money comes from student fees 
 $5 




spirit of the state open 
meeting laws) is to open up to the public," 
Vasconcellos
 said. 
Vasconcellos said committee members 
who voted  to keep the public and press out of 
the meeting "don't
 belong" in a public in-
stitution.  
These people 
should  be back 
in
 the middle 
ages,"  he said. 






 letting the 
Daily  in the meeting
 would be unfair
 since it 
is 
requesting  some 
of
 the IRA 
money.  But 
those attorneys in 
favor of the move 
and  those 
against  it do not 




 legal counsel for 
the 
California  State 
University  system said 
the press and 
public may be locked
 out of 
"any 
meeting
 on campus" 
except:  
 Meetings of 
the  A.S. 
 Meetings





























































































called  a state 
agency
 but not the 
committees and
 meetings on 
individual  
campuses.  He said the 
act has never been 
tested in the CSU system. 
"The Brown




 chief attorney for the San 
Jose 
Mercury
 News. He called it 
"the  most 
frustrating  
thing  I've 
ever
 been up against." 
But Davis said he does think the 
"State  
Agency Open Meeting
 Act"applies to the 
case. 
"I would say the meeting
 has to be open," 
he said. Davis said he would call Hobert 
Burns, academic vice 
president,  on behalf of 











 Stewart Emerson 
SJSU's Kurt DeVarona is a golfer 
without
 a golf team. 
Just one week after the conclusion of the men's PCAA 
golf championships in Utah and a 
week before the NCAA 
championships in North Carolina, DeVarona was kicked 
off the 
Spartan
 golf squad. 
Coach Jerry Vroom removed DeVarona
 from the 
team
 Thursday after the senior was involved in a 
post
-
tournament scuffle with Ladell
 Anderson, Utah State's 
athletic director. 
The incident took place on Tuesday. 
There are some certainties surrounding the incident, 
which has mushroomed into an orgy of name 
calling,  
resentment, denials and no 
comments.  
It is certain that 
DeVarona's  and Anderson's scuffle 
was an all-out fight, with punches thrown 
and punches 
received. It is certain
 that DeVarona has been removed 
from any consideration for the NCAA championships May 
26 as well as being removed
 from the team. And all three 
(DeVarona, Anderson and Vroom)
 wish it had never 
happened.
 But it did. 
It 
all  started after the tournament was over. 
The
 
Spartans had just won 
their second straight PCAA 
championship by one 
stroke over Long Beach State. 
Although the team title had been 
decided,  the in-





 and Long Beach State's 
Bob  
Summers were tied for the 
lead.  It was during the ensuing 
sudden
-death playoff that the incident 
began to brew. 




















Jon  Swartz 
The A.S. 
wants  to get 














 board of 
directors 
wants  to 
relocate  the 
program 
board  from 








plan  has 


























intent  of 




















 A.S. and 
the A.S.P.B.




































































fourth,  and 
final 














































He said  
that 
combining  
the  AS. 










"If the move cost us 
something,
 which I doubt, the 
long range 
savings




weigh any costs in moving," Robinson said. 
Robinson also rebuffed
 each of Rolland's four
 
arguments.  
On Rolland's first contention:
 "One of the main 
problems with the 
program




 as being a bunch of punk 
rockers," Robinson 
said, citing
 the board's overzealous booking of new 
wave
 
bands as an obstacle to musical 
diversity.  
"Somebody
 next year (new program 
members  next 
semester)
 
might be different," Robinson continued. "Tht 
board of directors think the 
program
 board should be 
more business like and accountable." 
On point two by Rolland: "I think he's wrong. Hight 
now, the type of student attracted to the program board is 
different fron 
any student on this campus and I think their 
progams have reflected that. 
"I don't think anyone wants these
 people to be 
sterotypical, just responsible." 
On Rolland's third point: "The 
(lay -to-day operaton of 
the program board would cause havoc anywhere the way 
it is being run now," Robinson 
said, alluding
 to the 
upkeep
 
of the group's office. 
On the final Rolland 
objection:  "The AS. office 






 would be 
picked up by 
the  
Student Union: two phones would be added 
to
 the 
off  iet: 
space 
organization would not be 
costly at all, and
 the 
stationery of the program board would stay the same." 
Whether the program board will 
relocate  or not. will 
probably
 not be decided this week, but over the SWUM'r  
break.
 
said, "and during this tune !didn't have any 
matches  so I 
asked a few people in the gallery if they had any matches. 
And nobody had any matches. 
"We're walking down the fairway
 and I'm walking 
along side with a couple of my friends ( teammates Mark 
Cato and Carl Lundquist ). I was talking to them, and
 I told 
them that I couldn't wait to get out of Utah because the 
people here were so pure and it was driving me inc 
nuts. 
"There was a bit of humor to this statement. It wasn't 
as though it was nice up there. It was freezing cold. It 
snowed on us once. It was pretty 
miserable golf. 
"I was listening to a (Sony) Walkman
 watching these 
people play golf and talking to someone at the same time. 
Your
 voice carries a little bit more when your ears are
 
covered  you can't hear yourself speak. 
"I didn't mean it 
as a slam against Mormons or 
anything like that, but the statement was overheard by 
Utah 
State's
 athletic director, Ladell Anderson." 
The "people" DeVarona
 asked for a match included a 
gentleman named Glen Taggart, ex
-president
 of Utah 
State.  
"Jerry comes out to me in the van, and 
right before 
we're leaving, pulls me out of the 
van and tells me that 
I'm in big trouble, that I probably won't go to the NCAA, 
and that I was reported for swearing out on the golf 
course," DeVarona continued. 
Vroom, however, denied part of DeVarona's 
statement. He said he did tell DeVarona about the 
swearing report,
 but not about the NCAA. 
continued on page 9 




 LaMar. right, computer
 science 
sophomore, is not about 
to wait until his 
sheepskin pays off 
with  a career before getting 
some
 bucks 
from  the 





















Some  high 
school  seniors 
applying to 
























 received are 
incomplete.  
"Some  of 
those












Joan Smith, counselor for Leigh High
 
School
 said of 






they are accepted. 
"Some 
are ver) frustrated by 
the delay because the 
applied
 in November," she said. 
However. Houseman




 received as of May
 12, 2.460 were incomplete
  
lacking 
transcripts  or test scores. 
"The big 
hold-up
 is waiting for the documents." he 
said. 
"The ball is 






document to us. 




Houseman said 36.5 percent
 of the freshman ap-
plicants  were accepted, 8.4 percent were denied, and 4.2 
percent 
remain
 to be evaluated. THe remaining
 50.9 




 departments are to notify those students 
who
 
need additional material for their 
applicatons
 to be 
revei wed.
 
"Sonic department are 
better about it than others." 
Houseman said. 
He said there is a theory
 that the school which 
arcepts  
a student first will be the school 
attend.  Houseman said he 
questions that and 
will conduct a survey next 




































































Lincoln  High 







lot of information  and 


























SJSU," though it 
does







 is the 
"best
 school they: 
can go to 
while 
they're










has meant she us 














seniors go to a community college. 
"They haven't made any real 
decsion,








But Houseman said 






 community colleges. 
"Let's face it, 
we have high 
standards
 
and  some 
students 
should  go 
to a 
















































Whenever they "managed" 
to































 no wonder that a few 









responsible  for bringing entertainment




however,  seemed to 
fall on 
(leaf 
ears since little 
or no effort was












 of the 
board,  instead,
 were the 
monotonous  
scheduling  of "new 
wave" groups
 and a 
persistent
 reminder to 
everyone i the board 
of 
directors  
and the press) 
about 
Act.


















has  one 
provision
 
which  states: 






























 ine and 





 of a diversified 
proeram  of activities 
and
 
events  o 'thin budgetary
 means." 
To 
paraphrase  the asinine 
attitude 
if
 some of 
the 
program 
board  members, their responses
 to careless 




 says we're supposed to make a profit." 







That phrase should have come to their attention when 
they
 made one of their four trips before the A.S. 
special
 






$4,600 so they could finance
 a May 1 Fountain Blue, 
Festival. 
Or 




funds earlier this semester so it could 
subsidize





Or when they asked for 
a $424 reimbursement for 
their film series iwhich, by 
the way, was shaved from 
three nights to one because 
of
 insufficient funds for three 
films a week after incorrectly filling 










 is a 
laudable 
goal. 
Providing  one-sided 
entertainment  without a hint  of 
accountability 
is irresponsible and 
unacceptable.
 Golly, 
program board, we do live in a 
recession and $77,000 
budgets  
shouldn't
 be squandered. 
The inability to listen to I 





 was the ease with at least
 one 
program 
board  member. 
That 
member perceived criticism
 on the part of the 
board of 
directors,  








..And he came 
down
 from on 
high and 
said,  "Lo, let the status-quo 
be maintained,"
 and it was. 
Inflation and unemployment are 
twins firmly 
linked to what 
economist 
call
 the Phillips curve. 
It 
is a model for 







By Dave Lewis 
Staff 
Writer 
Any time there 
is
 a shift in the 
rate
 of inflation there is 





is a change in 
the 
number
 of people 
working
 there is a 
change 
in the rate of inflation.
 
It is possible to push unem-
ployment down
 to three percent, but 
doing
 so could push inflation






 people are employed 
there is more money in 
circulation  
and people 
are willing to keep 
paying a slightly 
higher  price for 
goods 
and  services. This 
contributes
 
to the inflationary spiral. People are 
also more 
willing
 to buy more on 
credit. Buying on credit means there 
is more money in circulation
 and 




hand,  when 
unemployment
 is high, 
inflation 
slows down





People  are 
less willing
 to make 
big  purchases 
and they start 
cutting
 back on their 
budgets. 
This 





fewer people with 





raise their nrices and
 still sell goods. 
Therefore  































 of work 


















 than 10 
million  men 
and 
women  out 
of work. 
And  there is 
no indication
 when it 
will stop. 
This 
man,  who 
has  never 








 out of 















what  the 
long range 
results are 
going to be, 
but 
come Fall 














work will be 




assitance  and 
maybe 
occasional  
work.  The 
weather is 
warm
 and ther is 
no
 need 
for heating. But come winter things 
are going to be different. 
In the Midwest and the East, 
where winter hits hardest people are 
going to find out they do not have 
enough money to pay for the heating 
oil or other fules to 
keep their 
families warm,
 much less feed 
them. 
These people will 








family warm and fed. 
The 




is the reason they 
are 
out of work and cold.
 They will 
also 
realize that the
 rich have 
benefitted
 from their 
plight
 and they 
will strike back. 
It is quite possible
 that there will 
be 
riots in the large 
cities like 
Detroit, 




 also be rioting in 
the capital as the 
people who gave 
Reagan
 his "mandate"











will possibly lead 
this country into the 
worst internal 
strike since the
 Civil War. 
If madness 
drove  John Hinkley 
to 
take a shot at the 
president,  what 
will 
depseration
 and cold to 
to the 
thousands of people 










































Daily i not Dog, as some mutts from the board 
insist)
 as a 
direct affront to their perfection. 
It is 
ironic 






 board this semester, the 
Blues  Festival 
and Gore Vidal, wren't done 
by the board itself. 
A.S.  special allocations funded $2,600 of the *6.600 
costs for the Blues Festival. Without that significant 





the program board hadn't planned for the event's ex-
penses in a(Ivance. There's nothing wrong a ith lone -range 
planning. 
Gore Vidal
 representatives called the board. Vidal 
was 
interested  in 
speaking
 at 









 that a 
political
 speaker 














































































































































































with AS. money at SJSU). 
The
 program board has
 a ritten a couple of 
letters to 
the Daily complaining about the 
coverage  of them and 
have made 





 to  
say the Daily 
conducted
 a witch hunt this semester. 
Although
 their claims 
of
 a witch hunt 
are  as 
exaggerrated 
as their spending habits
 that includes an 



































































 and diploma 
processing 
fee has been $10 for 
a 
number of years. 
Cost  studies bs 
various campuses
 indicated that the 
cost had
 gone beyond the 







two ( 2) separate
 fees; one 
(I) 







 the campuses to 
charge 









































As a senior citizen
 student at 
San
 Jose State I am sorry to see the 
decrease in the number of courses 
offered in the Russian language 
at 
the college, and the declining 
enrollment in Russian classes 
during the past five or six years. 
What is the 
cause  of this trend? 
Is it that Russian is a more 
difficult language
 to learn than 
French, German or Spanish, which 
is acknowledged 
to be the case by 
foreign language teachers. Or is it 
the failure of 
faculty
 advisers to 
recommend Russian as an auxiliary 
language to students 
in the 
humanities, in science, or in 
business 
administration?  
Or does the cause lie deeper in 
the politico
-ideological  differences 
between socialism and so-called 
free  
enterprise 
systems. Most people 
subscribe to a mutual coexistence 
policy. 
This detente is not only to the 
benefit of both countries, but to the 
preservation of the human species. 








In the USSR, English is the most 
popular language, we are told,
 in the 
universities there. In the United 
States it is quite the reverse, and is 
ever regarded with disfavor  as if it 
were subversive to 
learn another's 






 is not as 
it should 
















courses  instead of parity in 
nuclear
 arms













































































State to put Russian on an equal 
footing with other foreign languages 
by 























































What kinds of news story tells 
very little of the life of a person, or 
class
 of people, but does manage to 
graphically include two vicious sex 




Such an article 
cannot intend to 
enlighten, but only titillate the 
author and her readers. 
As a reader and a woman, I 




















 as well as en-
tertaining. During the class, in-
structors 
should
 wipe out all of the 
driving rules and let violators 
learn 
corrective
 driving skills on a trial -
and -error basis, letting 
only the 
surivors pass the class. 
Now, it would be 
immoral  and 
inhumane to 
just let the 
violators  
drive  without any 
simualtor  practice 
before their
 "driving spree"
 on a the 
speedway;  
therefore,
 the Office 
of 
Traffic  Violations 
must  make a 
contract
 with Atari, 
Inc.








 things as the
 
sound and
 feel of breaking
 bones, the 
warm 
shower  of blood all 
over the 
trainee in the 
simulator, and the 
sound,  feel and sight 
of
 a car's walls 
caving in 
upon the trainee 
during  the  
simulation
 of a roll 









to enter the 
trial -and -error 
driving  
spree at their
 own risk, 











spree  could a Lso
 double as a 



























































































business  major, 
who is taking 
English,  I would like to 
comment  on finals 
being  held on 
Saturday.  
One Saturday would be ac-
ceptable, 
for most 
employers  will 
allow 
you to take 
off  one day, if 
necessary. But 
to be required to take 
a Saturday
 off for an 
English
 final 
and then take the 
next
 Saturday off 
for a 
business final might 
serious 
jeopardize that job. 
The English 
1A,  1B and Business 
20 professors 
seem to think that by 
having  one test  day will 
cause  any 
cheating to be 
minimal.  The persons 
I really feel 
sorry for are 
aeronautics students






 They have 
three Saturday
 finals. 
Why should we, the students, 
have to jeopardize our jobs for a 
final on a day we would normally be 
able to work? 
Why couldn't we have equal, but
 
different finals on the ordinary final 
day? Wouldn't that 
solve the 
problem 
of cheating? If the tests 
covered the 
subject  matter equally, 












 I park my car 
at the 





many  students who 
are attending 
San
 Jose State 
University  
do,
 I cross 
the street directly 
from  the lot and 
walk to campus
 through the path-
way 
that is between 
the Science 
building
 and the Men's Gym. 
I know 
that I should
 walk to the
 
corner and































































































































































































































































































































































for bike riders 
Editor:
 
In her provocative article 
"Sexism 
justifiable; men 
AREN'T equal" (May 12), Ruth 
Priest claims that such 
traditional stereotypes of 
females




more intuitive, and being 
better 
able to understand a baby's cry" 
are not only  fallacious but also 
symptomatic of the deplorable 
efforts of 
sexist
 males in the 
society to keep females "con-
signed to a role of domesticity." 
Moreover,
 Priest 
asserts  that 
"perverted  science"





















 she so 
stridently 
criticizes  to debunk 
the 






Unfortunately,  Ms. Priest 
has failed to do appreciable 
justice to the 
wealth  and com-
plexity of the scientific
 literature 
concerning sex -related dif-
ferences in 
human  abilities and 
behaviors. 
Even so, the behavioral and 
brain 
sciences,  like a child just 
learning to walk, have taken only 
their tentative
 first steps in 
coming to grips with this 
whole  
issue, and 
Ms. Priest does her 











































guilty of the 








 she so 
pointedly  
condemns  in 
others.  Or 
does










 of research 
results are 
not to be 
interpreted  as 
her
 actual 
beliefs  but as 








It so, I applaud 
her for doing 
a 
masterful  job. 
If not, I am saddened by her 
predicament. For her article 
would then seem 
to be more of a 
reflection of 
pathological 
hostility toward males than 
an 
intelligent and balanced treat-
ment of the facts 
concerning 





















































































































































































































































 some of 
the students. 
However, I am 
one of 
those bike 
riding  sort she 
suggests  
banning  from 
campus  (letter to 
the 
editor,
 Spartan Daily, May
 14). 
Whenever




it is for the following 
reasons:  
1. to get a bike rack 
2. safety 
I 
can assure Mr. Doolin that 
riding a bicycle on or 
around  
campus 
is also quite an adventure. 






















 addressed, but 
banning 
bikes
 is a myopic solution
 which 
excludes compromise.
 A better 
suggestion is to 
create  bike lanes 
along the 








 from San 
Carlos to 
San 




Let  us consider
 
the
 safety of all 
students. 
Incidently, Mr. Doolin, give us 
some credit, 
especially  if you have 













In recent months you have
 failed to cover a very 
important issue which 
deserves the attention of those 
here at San Jose State. 
The issue is the 
proposed Peripheral Canal water 
project. This issue
 is so important that it is a 
proposition on the upcoming 
statewide
 election. 
The canal, if passed, will divert a high percentage 
of freshwater runoff from entering the fragile 
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. This water will then he 
provided to 
the southern half of our state. 
Obviously this proposition is very important and 
should be given some exposure to those registered 









 in the 
IN THE DAILY 
today
 at Jonah's
 Wail. For 
more 
information  call 
Natalie  Shiras at 298-0204. 





Initiative will have 






Highway. For more in-











































A Message to all Users 
Win  a free IRON short 




 25 etudents to 
unscremble these Per. names
 Prose 
















s got  computer 
wary,
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 entry Iwith 
summer addreesl to .TRON-, 
1633
 Central St., Evanston, IL 
60201






























will have a 
meeting
 at 2:30 
p.m.
 tomorrow
 in the 
S.U.  
Pacheco 
Room.  For more 
information
 call 
Martin  at 
266-4340 or Steve at 379-
6395. 










from 3:30 p.m. 
to 100 










Sanchez  at 277-
2404. 
YOUR EYES DESERVE
 THE BEST 
Vuarnet' sunglasses are the choice for everyone 
who 
demands
 optimum eye protection 
Vuarnet 
lenses are 
made from the highest quality optical glass. 






absorption,  and  90% infrared
 and 
glare
 absorption There are styles for mountaineering, 
water 
sports  













enjoyable  place 
Editor: 
While I was 
relaxing  in the 
Student 
Union  cafeteria yesterday, I 
realized how 
convenient and en-
joyable  the Student 

































































































in the Pacifica Room. 
Besides
 these great 
facilities I 
have mentioned,
 the Student 
Union  
is 
also  a fun place to 
meet  friends. 
When new students attend SJSU,
 
I hope that they 
will




















carry  a 























































(415) 948 8590 




















































Complete  Sets 
 
Tuesday,


























one  but 




































































or any member of the state agency, and if the 
advisory body so created consists of three or 
more
 members." 
While Davis said he sees the 
IRA com-




 aLso said 
the committee was not 



















































































for the move, but he said he's 
waiting  to 
receive estimates on phone 
installation  
and minor construction costs. 
"I'm really 
looking
 forward to it," 
said  Don Ryan, 
financial
 aid director. 
"The disadvantages
 we've had here is 
that







































































 to the 
second 
floor
 of library 
south.  
The 























 and allow for better use of 







counselor,  also said 
he
 though the 
relocation  






























































































Its active  
ingredient
 is 















 you're cram 





























Charles Davis, CSU 
Public
 affairs officer 
disagreed. 
He














 he specifically remem-
bers the order of the board of trustees railing 
for an IRA 
committee.  He said 
the
 executive 








order  is an 
order 
issued by 








of the agency." 
Richardson  said the
 board of trustees is 
the legislative
 body of the
 CSU. He also 
said 
the 
CSU can be 
considered




































































was there or 
not. 



















to close the last 
meeting. 
The 
















 the cars 
below.
 The seals








with  the 
weight  of 
the  cars. 
Only 
one  speaker shows   at 































































































































































When it rained it 
poured - especially in 
the Seventh 
Street garage. 
Water would seep 
through
 cracks on the top floor 
and  
drench the cars below. 
But that's all been fixed. 
SJSU's 
Office of Traffic Management
 got $70,000 from 
the chancellor's office last fall to seal those cracks, 
ac-
cording to Ed Nemetz, traffic manager. 
Each floor 
of
 the garage is made of concrete slabs. To 
relieve the stress on the 
floors  from the weight of the cars, 
the  slabs have gaps between them called 
expansion
 joints. 
The joints allow the slabs to 
shift  about two inches, 
Nemetz said. 
Foam seals were filled into the 
cracks and an ac-
cordion -like surface seam was installed over the seals. 
The 
accordion -like flex seam joins two slabs together and 
allows up to three inches of movement. 
The Sacramento firm of H and
 R Construction was 
hired by the 
university  to do the work, construction began
 
in 
April  and ended yesterday, Nemetz 
said.  
"The seal seams should last about
 10 years, although 
they are only guaranteed for one
 year," he said. 
The flex seams installed
 in the garage are identical to 
ones used by Caltrans, said Harold Handley, 
Auxiliary 
Plant 
Operations  chief. 
"They've been used before
 on overpasses and bridges 





































pad  of the 
Student  
, 












 of the 
voters  in the 












 it is 





 a candidate 
even 
without  much
 of an 
audience 
- so long as 
the 
press 









































-- WE BUY 
YOUR BOOKS 








YES -- WE DO NOT REQUIRE 
A RECEIPT 
YES -- WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY 









YES -- WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY 
YES-- WE PAY 60% 
YES -- WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES 














YES -- WE PAY 60%
 
YES 
-- WE BUY 

















penter, he is an alternative 
to Gov. Jerry Brown. 
"A 
vote for Jerry 
Brown is a vote for 
Barry 
Goldwater 





























































































feels that oil is a great 
reserve that
 we should 
















































































































































L's a place 
where 
people  are dying
 to get in, 
literally. 
This "place," a 
white  stucco chapel, 
exumes  an 
air o 
calmness  and 
serenity. 
Inside, glaringly
 white walls, startling
 red carpeting 
and stuffed red velvet 
chairs break the calm. 
To the left lies a 
dimly -lit room with olive-colored 
pews. At the far end of the 
narrow room, covering the 
entire 
wall, is a painting of Jesus Christ,
 as he waits for 
another loved one
 to make their ascent. Below 
Him,in
 the 
gleaming casket, a white-haired




 to the left steers one into an office 
with  
chairs, a bookcase, filing cabinets and a desk. 
Papers
 are strewn about and phones constantly ring, 
making the room reminiscent of a business executive's 
office. In the office sits mortician 
Alan Alameda, a well-
preserved man in his '50s, dressed in a brown 
pin-striped  
suit. 
He explains that the funeral home is, in short, a 
business. 
To him the funeral business is an interesting and 
lively job "where you 
meet  a lot of people." And with his 
mornings packed with funeral 
services,  his afternoons 
and evenings set aside for administrative work, often 
lasting until 7:30 p.m., he can easily 
say  things are never 
dead at the 
office.  
"There's tons of paperwork,"
 he said, telling of the 
many 
statistics he must keep for the Health Department 
with funeral arrangements taking up a good portion of his 
time. 
And a good deal of time is what he thinks
 is needed to 
rid people of the stiff -upper 
lip they maintain on the 
subject
 of death. 
"It's really a healthy attitude to dispel any 
bugaboos," Alameda said, asking, "why not talk about 
it?" 
So to dispel some of these "bugaboos," Alameda visits 
local
 high schools and junior colleges where he shows 
films on caskets and funeral rituals. 
He finds 
he's
 "well -accepted," answering the oft -
asked question "Who the hell is that guy in that funeral 
home down the corner?" 
He realizes many still wonder what type 
of person he 
is, 
being  a 
mortician and all, yet he considers
 the job no 
different than any other doctor who 
works with human 
remains.
 







































Sinsay. center, was selected to 
become  the fall 
ad-
 












 of the Spartan Daily. Sinsay said 
he would
 
the  area outside the 
immediate
 campus. 
By Dawn Furukawa 
Broadening the scope of the 
Spartan 
Daily to include outside the immediate 
campus
 area is one change fall advertising 
manager,
 Bernie Sinsay, would like to see. 
Sinsay, a junior, was
 selected last 
Thursday over four other 
candidates  for the 
position. The selection 
committee
 consisted of 
the six advertising managers from this 
semester. 
As part of the expansion, Sinsay 
said he 
would  like to see more national ad-
vertisements




 he also plans to add a few more 
special
 advertising sections such as the 





 would like to give ad-
vertising staff 
members  the opportunity to do 
more 
field  work. This will give them
 valuable 
experience  in a one-to-one 
relationship  bet-
ween client and account
 executive, he said. 
"I would like 
to get students out 
more  in 
the field on 
sales  calls," Sinsay 
said. "And 
have a training 
period  for account
 executives, 





Sacramento  Bee 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme 
Court refused yesterday to second-guess a 
Sacramento federal judge's decision to bar 
news reporters from two portions of a 1981 
criminal trial. 
Of 
the nine justices, only William 
Brennan voted to hear the case brought by 
the Sacramento Bee. 
It takes four justices to grant a 
hearing. By refusing, the court did not rule 
on the 
merits  of the case but left in place a 
federal 
appeals





 Foster, who 
represened McClatchy
 newspaper in the 
case, 
said  the Bee had 
wanted
 the high 
court to review the appeals court's 
statement that the
 newspaper should have 
agreed voluntarily to delay publication of 
a story on the case. 
TheBee's case stemmed from an 
eight-week trial in Sacramento
 of seven 
people 
charged  with heroin trafficking. 
At one point, U.S. District
 Judge 
Lawrence Karlton ordered 
the  jury, public 
and press out of the courtroom 
while a 
conference over the 
admissibility of 
certain evidence was conducted. 
Four days 



































 will not be 
put 
before  the jury" 
was to be 
discussed.  
The 
9th  U.S. Circuit 
Court  of Appeals 
last Sept. 14 
said
 Karlton was
 wrong to 
exclude




 of the public 
to
 attend, but that
 
the error 
was  not serious 
enough  to 
warrant an order reversing 
the judge's 
ruling. 





that allowed trials 
to be closed only 
when  
absolutely
 necessary to 
preserve  justice, 
the 
appeals








 the right to a fair
 
trial.  
Since the trial 
had ended by 
then,  the 
effect
 on future cases
 of the appeals 
court 
ruling - finding 
an
 error but 
generally
 
defending  Karlton 
's 














































































 Art, Paint a 
Wa*PaPar
 








 M Sat 9 5 30 
sending them out in fields with possibly one 
manager
 to help." 
The structure of the advertising staff is 
built around six management positions, with 
the advertising manager holding the top spot. 
Margie Yemoto, current
 advertising 
manager, said shethinks Sinsay will do a good 
job. 
"I think Bernie was the best qualified of 




 in all aspects of the advertising 
staff." 
Supreme
 Court will decide 
driver's sobriety
 test refusal 
WASHINGTON i AP - The Supreme 
Court  said 
yesterday that it will decide 
whether
 a suspected 





The justices' study comes at a time 
when  states 
and the federal government are under heavy pressure 
to curb drunken drivers, blamed for
 killing more than 
25,000 people each year. 
The outcome in the South Dakota case, in which a 
driver refused to take a sobriety test to help convict 
him, is expected to resolve a split among the states 
over the constitutionality of such tactics. The decision 
is not expected until sometime next year. 
In a busy day on the bench, the nation's highest
 
court also took these actions: 
- Ruled that the federal government can withhold 
money from schools that 
discriminate  against female 
employees. 
- Agreed to decide whether unsolicited ad-
vertisements
 for contraceptive devices can be sent 
through the 
U.S. mails. 
- Greatly expanded the chances of trade and 
professional groups being 
sued
 successfully for federal 
antitrust violations when 
they set standards for their 
members.
 
- Left intact a ruling in a case from 
Washington  
state 





 they attend hearing 










career  as an 
officer



























































































































































 Funeral Home, 
in 
downtown  San 




But  after one 








job  is selling 
funerals  or 
rather  showing 
what's
 available, 





 sell funerals 
since 
the need is already present."
 











 "Some people 
have never been
 to 
a funeral before." 
And  what does a 
funeral  cost in 
these inflationary times? 
First, 









vices) and casket costs so the consumer 
can see where his money is going. 
For a mere $160, a person can be 
buried in a material -covered  box. One 
could call it the '64 
VW
 Beetle funeral. 
But for the extravagant,
 desiring the 
Cadillac of caskets, there is the deluxe 
88,400 bronze model with all the 
trimmings, which do sell, 
according  to 
Alameda. And for those not so hot on 
caskets, there are the ever popular 
cremations, 
available  for a mere 8400 
and chosen more often than caskets. 
Since many 




 caskets, their 
families  
must 







approximately  20 
caskets to 
view. 
And  near the 
caskets  grey suits
 
and 
pink  frilly dresses 
with  silver pins 










 for, as 
Alameda  




casket  prices vary 
quite a 
bit, and 
some,  such 
as









 buying and 





 on a car, 
you 





















































































































































































































































sides  amidst a 
long row of 
pews. 
At the end of the




a brown suit, 
on
 a stretcher, 
near 
his casket. 




 friends will 
place 
him in 




 of what culture one 
is a part of, anyone can buy a complete 
funeral for a mere 
8860,  never having to 
consider a lay -away plan. Hence, 
there's really no need to 
complain  





 about the high cost 
of dying," he said,
 citing limosines "go 
for $35,000 a pop." 
"But he does agree 
that
 there are 
morticians who
 do overcharge, 
"In 
every occupation 
there  are those that 
tarnish the 
reputation  of others," 
ad-
ding  the funeral business
 is no dif-
ferent. 
And  like other 
occupations  the 
mortician
 business also has 
its share of 
jokes, though 
none
 came to Alameda's
 
mind. 
"As long as 
it doesn't do 
damage...humor  is good, like 
salt in the 
soup,
 it adds flavor," 
Alameda said. 
Yet  death is no laughing
 matter to 
Alameda. It's 
simply














Buchwald  auctioned off 
more  than $20,000 
in events 
ranging
 from a sail 
with  Ethel 
Kennedy 
and a tennis 
game  with Bill 
Cosby to a walk-on
 part in a Boston 
opera  
production.  






 for the 
Prevention  of Cruelty
 to Children. 
Buchwald,
 once a foster
 child, asked 
all Reagan 
admirers  in the 
audience  of 400 
to raise their
 hands. 
Then  he told 
them 
they 
had  to bid twice


























































































































 was a 
youngster
 growing up 
in 
Hollister, California,
 he told a pal 
of his he 
would like
 to start his own 
jazz  band someday.
 
With the persistence
 of a 12 -year -old,
 he bought a 
victrola  for 827 
and began 








 tired to 














house with a stale
 odor. 
Eighteen 
years  later, 




still  lingers in 
the air, but 








 has become 
a reality. 
He 





 styles of 
the 1920s 
in the tradition












 has been 
hailed  by music 
enthusiast 
around  the 










-old  SJSU 
graduate,  




orchestras  while 
majoring 
in music in 
1975. 
"Most  bands 
that play 
the  1920s 





Neely  said. 
"We 
transcribe  





make  a few 
minor 







One  would 
think  that 
Neely  plays 





stature.  He 
is a lofty, 
pudgy







over  his 
belt
 when he 
sits  at the 















Neely  plays 





sings  with a 
megaphone. 
"At
 first, the 
band was 














sound  like. 
As far as!
 know, 
there  are 








from  the 
'205
 
and  '30s." 
The idea 
of forming



































Conversational  Spanish 
(Span.  3): 
For travellers, teachers. students 
June
 21 -July 9: M -F 8-11 
(Prerequisite:  
































For  further information contact: 
The 
Dept. of For. 
Languages  















Don Neely, an SJSU graduate




older  than 30. There 
are only about 12 bands in 
the world 
dream 






 play music 
fronm  the original band arrangements,  
chestra plays music in the 
traditional  
style 
made popular in Because 
of
 Neely's pursuit for authenticity, the band has 
the 1920's, even
 though




"I was always interested in antiques and was 
looking for a bargain," 
Neely said "I started shooting 
the breeze with him 
and he told me he had some old 
band arrangements in the back of the store." 
Neely bought those arrangements
 and gathered 
some his friends at 
SJSU
 to play them, practicing twice 
a week. 
Like  a lot of musicians, the band emerged from 
humble beginnings, playing for the "modern speak-
easies" pizza joints and nighclubs - in return for a free 
meal.  
"Our first year in existence, we were invited to the 
Sacramento Jazz Jubilee," Neely said. 
"About 80 bands go there every year to play vintage 
jazz on Memorial Day weekend. We were a big hit and 
began building up an audience who appreciated our 
style of music." 
A few years later, the Royal
 Society
 Jazz Orchestra 
gained more fame by attending the Saint Louis Ragtime 
Festival. This year the band is going to play in 
Edinburgh, Scotland. 
"One of 
the  members of a Scottish band who saw us 
play in Sacramento invited us to play at the Scottish 
Festival in August," Neely
 said. 
"The Music
 we play is bigger in Europe than it is 
here," he said. "I don't think they've 
ever stopped 
listening to that 
kind
 of music." 
During performances, band 
members slick their 
hair back and dress
 in old tuxedos. 
The  band used to play




popular  San Francisco jazz
 club, until it 
closed down. 
"We  are more 
popular
 in San Francisco
 than we arc 
in
 San Jose," Neely 
said.  "People in the 
city  are 'society 
types.' There 
are  a lot of young 




 they are in 









Neely's  newly 
acquired  success 
has enabled him 
to 
meet a few 
























































trumpet  player Jabbo 
Smith,  who was Louis 
Armstrong's
 biggest rival in 
the 1920s and '30s," 
Neely  
said. 
He has also played with members of trombonist Turk 
Murphy's jazz band and met Paul Mertz, who played in 

















have  that one,





upon his love 




 morning I 
wake  up, I think1 
was born 
70 
years  too 
late."  
Entering 
Neely's  living room


















































An upright piano, dated 1894, is against the 
wall  near 
the victrola he bought years ago. A painting of a desert 
oasis hangs on the wall
 creating images of the "Shiek of 
Araby."  A photograph of Benny Goodman sits on an end 
table next to boxes filled with old sheet music. The old sofa 
Neely sat on was probably situated in the 
parlor  of a home 
in 
the 19205. 
Viewing this, Neely imagined
 himself living the 
roaring 20s and thought 




get  up at 






at a tea 




























that  kind 
of life, but















eggs,  toast, and 
















Where can you get . 
. . 
Merlin   
$45.00
 
Doubletime  Printer   $110.00 
32K Ram 
Card  AT   
$100.00
 
Galactic Chase AT cass   $18.00 
Keypad
 AP   $130.00
 
Magic Window   
$50.00 
Micro Modem
 II   
$269.00 
Howardsoft Tax 
Preparer   $100.00  
Okidata Printer 82a   $475.00 
80   
$325.00  




 51/4"   
$12.00 
Norad   $28.00 
FOLLOW THE STAR 
NorthStar
 
The widest selection of 









































































 at 394 
E. Campbell Ave. 
Fremont
 at 3820 Permits 
Blvd. 
Sacramento  at 


















































 Hussey hits 
the  water after clearing
 the 
barrier
 in the 
steeplechase earlier this year. Hussey 
gave  the Spartans
 a psychological lift, 
according  









weekend. The Spartans 
went  on to win their third 
straight  PCAA title. 
By Mike Thomas 
The weather got a little 
warmer 





the SJSU Spartans got
 
sizzling hot as they easily 




105.5 points to UC-Irvines 
87.5 and 
Fresno  State's 
59.5. 
Earlier in the week, 
temperatures 
lingered  in 
the 30 degree range that 
included 
snow
 and sleet. 
For the two days
 of com-
petition however, SJSU 
sports information director 
Lawrence Fan termed the 
weather as "great." 
Temperatures rested in the 
high 60-'s and low 70's. 
"We were awed by our 












said. "We had a 
number
 of  
people in the 
qualifications
 
who  could score big." 





Fresno  State after 
the first day, the Spartans
 
scored 
83.5  points the final 




 in the 
last 13 attempts. 
Although the field 
events have been 
holding
 
SJSU together in the meets 
this season, 
the  sprinters 
and hurdlers were the story 
last weekend as they 
totaled 49 
of the Spartan's 
83.5 points








By Mike Jones 
SJSU wide receiver 
Stacey Bailey has signed a 
series 
of three one-year 
contracts with the Atlanta 
Falcons. 
A third round pick by 
the Falcons in the 1982 
NFL  
draft last 
month, the terms 
of Bailey's contracts were 
not 
available.  
Bailey, a six -foot-one 
senior, completed his four 
years at SJSU this past 
season as the Spartans 
all-
time top pass receiver. 
Bailey ended
 his SJSU 
career with 123 receptions 
over the four years, in-
cluding a 




receiver in total yards 
with  
1223, Bailey 
caught only 26 
passes last year for 509 
yards and six touchdowns. 
However, his yards per 
catch was 19.6, easily the 
highest in the PCAA. 
Bailey saw action 
in 
only seven games last year 
because of a shoulder in-









and  Gerald 
Willhite. 
Meanwhile, SJSU 
tailback Gerald Willhite, a 
first
-round pick in 
last  
month's 




 Harold Daniels as 
his agent. 
Willhite is not the only 
former Spartan that 
Daniels has
 been an agent 
for. He is the agent of Mark 
Nichols, a wide receiver for 
the Detroit
 Lions, Jewerl 
Thomas, a 
running back 
for the Los Angeles 
Rams,  
and 

















































 WORTH, Texas 
(API - Steve 
Nicklaus'  take 
from his
 father's $63,000 
winning check at 
the Colonial 
National Invitation
 is a family 
secret, but 
without  his 
sharp-eyed  caddy 
Jack
 Nicklaus 
might  still be 
looking
 for 
his first victory 
on  "Hogan's Alley." 
"Steve
 really helped




"More  often than 
not he was right.
 
"In fact, Steve
 and I went
 72 holes 
without
 a 
disagreement.. that's a 
record. He will 
get  a bonus but we 
haven't
 negotiated that." 
Nicklaus, 42, 
who  won is first 




Hogan  made famous 
and his first 
tournament  victory 
in two years 
Sunday,  shot a final 
round  3 -under-par 67 
for 
a 
7 -under 273 total. 
He
 earned his 69th 
tour  victory by 
three 
shots over Andy North. 
He admits he can't
 read putts like 
he used to, but isn't
 
worried  "as long as 
I've  got some good 
eyes with me." 
Steve, a 
football player
 in Florida 





experimented  with 
letting  his son call the 
shots
 on the greens. 
"I went 
against  him 
twice  Sunday an 
he was right 
both 
times,"
 said Nicklaus, 
who tried contacts 
three years 
ago but discarded them. 
"I had trouble 
reading
 greens and the 
ball
 was fuzzy," 
said Nicklaus. "Then I 
thought I had lost my 
contacts  and 
found themn in my eyes three
 days later. It was a bad 




"I'm  still 20-20 
in my 
left eye and 20-40 
in the right
 eye. The contacts  were 
good  for distance bu 
drove  me crazy 
because I couldn't 
ever  
read
















































thought it was more important to see here than 250 yards 
away." 
He added, "Maybe I've been reading putts for so long 
that I'm reading 
too  much into them." 
Nicklaus made two excellent birdie putts on the back 
nine to put North away, including a curling 17 -footer
 on 
the 16th hole 
that
 broke more than a foot. 
Now 
Nicklaus  is preparing to do some caddying 
himself. Another son, Jackie, will be trying to qualify for 
the 
U.S.  open and dad will tote the bag. 
The elder Nicklaus isn't concetrating on the Open 
himself just yet. 
"I'm not worried about the Open right 
now...I
 still 
have two tournametns before 
then,"  Nicklaus sad., "I 
know I'm hitting the ball solid...and I 
just
 had my best 
putting tournament of the 
year...I
 didn't waste a lot of 
putts and I made a lot of putts at the right time." 
And 
now  he has to negotiate Steve's greed -reading 
fee. 
du-.
 may 20 
8:00
 pm 

































 the way 
for 
the SJSU sprinters 
was 
three -time PCAA 100 -
meter and 400-yard relay 
champion Ken Thomas. 
Thomas won the 100 
meters in 10.66, two-tenths 
























"The actual turning 
point of the meet was the 
100 meters," Bullard said. 
"We just devasted our 







































 in the 
trial 
when  he 
was  
clocked




Thomas ran the anchor 






hundreths of a 



































Jerome Bearden signed 
free  agent contracts with 
the Kansas City Chiefs, 
while  defensive back 
Glen
 
McClaren signed a free 
agent contract

































































sprint coach Bob 
Poynter had to do some last 
second 
shuffling  when lead-
off runner Cleve Prince 
pulled a hamstring muscle 
in the 
400-meter trials and 
was sidelined for the rest of 
the meet. 
Poyner 
inserted  Keith 
Bacon who had
 run the first 
leg earlier 
























set a new PCAA 
Maughan 
Stadium



































































































"We needed to use the 
right  type of 
spikes,"  the 
23 -year
-old




























3 : 09.34. 
For the first 
time
 in 




 Holloway a lead going 
into the 
final  leg of the 
race, and 
Holloway  
"cruised  it in" 





putter Rob Suelflohn, 5,000- 
meter runner Simon Kilili 
and 1,500 -meter runner 
Tom Hussey. 
Suelflohn surpassed 
the 60-foot mark for the 
fifth time in as 
may  weeks  
with a 
heave of 60-1,9-, 
more six feet 
farther
 than 
second place finisher Don 







Athlete of the 
Year for the 
second
 year in a 
row. 
Carey won the
 200 meters 
in 20.90 and



















Campbell,  CA 
MISSION  















































































































































































































































Golf coach Jerry Vroom has made some tough 
decisions
 lately. Last week. Vroom made the 
decision to cut Kurt DeVarona after he was in-
volved
 in a fight with Utah 








 from page 
1 
The NCAA 
was  not even mentioned," 
Vroom  said. 
The athletic
 director apprised me 
of the comments that 
Kurt
 had made and I asked him 
about it and he then went 
into the 
clubhouse and what 




It was outside the 




"Well, I was 
going  to straighten it out and 
find out who 
told on me, 
apoligize to the guy, 
and to his face, that I 
offended him," DeVarona
 said. "I was rather upset 
that
 I 
was reported for 
somethng  that somebody overheard.
 You 
know what
 I mean? The comments weren't
 a slam to 
anyone 
 it's just overhearing 
someone  in a crowd." 
"It's not a matter of 
overhearing it," Vroom said. "He 
(DeVarona)shouted it out. He was speaking very loudly. 
I 
don't approve at all of 
anything  that he said or did." But 
Vroom said  that was not the end of it. 
"The athletic 
director said, 'Well, you're probably 
right, we are pure.' Then Kurt made a very obscene 
comment to them (Anderson
 and Taggart). 
classifieds
 
After the tournament was finished,
 DeVarona went 
back to the van, where
 he heard of the complaints 
against 
him. 
DeVarona  then went to 
the pro shop. 
"I went into the 
shop
 and I asked for the 
coach  of Utah 
State," 
DeVarona  said. "I 
was
 quite upset and I 
told the 
guy I Smithfield 
Golf  Club pro Dan 
"Roscoe"  Roskelley ) 
that I thought the
 coach was pretty 
much of an, and
 
had big ears for 
reporting me. 
"But right 
within  earshot of that 
was  a gentleman 
named  Laden 
Anderson.
 Right after I got 
done telling that 
to Roscoe, I was walking 
out the door. But Laden 
heard  
what
 I said and went into just
 craziness. He said, 'hold
 on 
son, 
I'm  going to teach you a 
lesson.  And he took off 
his
 
glasses and he attacked me. 
"First, he grabbed me 
around the ears and 
the  hair 
and  started pullin out my 
hair.
 I didn't even know it was a 
fight.
 I didn't want to fight a 60-year
-old
 man in the first 
place. 
"He threw me to the ground, then I got up, and then 
we went 
at it again. I hit him once, and then he got me 
down again. He kicked me, and 
then  he got on top of me 
and was 
slamming  my head into 
the ground telling 
me
 he 
was going to kill me." 
Both  Anderson and 
Vroom
 denied DeVarona's 
charges. 
"That's  false," Anderson 




reported the whole 
incident,
 and we have 
witnesses to 
exactly  what happened. 
I'm not going to get 
into the newspapers
 with that at all  
Vroom agreed with
 Anderson. 
"After  they (DeVarona 




hear him (Anderson) 






 it. I didn't 





"He's I Anderson I 
a good guy," Vroom
 continued. 
"I've known him for 20 
years.  He's a calm, cool, collected, 
quiet 
person." Veroom also 
said  he thought 
DeVarona's
 
comment  in the pro shop 





"I didn't egg this guy i Anderson) on," DeVarona 
countered. "I 
swore.






THE SAN  
JOSE PEACE CENTER
 





 on the 
military 
draft,  nuclear weapons, 
racism, 
sexism. and
 ruled, power 
Get 
informed,  then get involved 
Open weekday 
afternoons  at 520 
S 10th St San 
Jose
 
or call IMP 
297 7799 Join us 




meets  every 
Tuesday at 7 
30 
pm





. in he 
Student 
Union Activities





 and more 
ELECT
 A 5.15U 
GRADUATE
 and a 
20 year 
resident  of the campus 
community
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Firefly




















































































Hotline  Call 
14081























































































better  taste. Free 
lessons




















boxes  limited 
quay 
List over 


















while  vinyl 
140 or ho 
ph 777 
3726
 Or 2770108 
HELP WANTED
 
COMPANIONS  TO 
DISABLED 
children/adults. we train. 
over  
18, p,t, tlex hrs Start 
$360/hr




STORE CLERK AND GUARD 
START 




























COMM. No prior 
rap needed 
call
















person 565 AN 
6,11 St. Si, 
ATTN 
NURSING STUDENTS 




















 Apply now 
and land a lob 
before you leave 
for the summer Starting  
wage  
rate will be at least $3 45 per 
hour 












 Restaurant 565 AN  
6th 
Street San Jose 














6th  St . San Jose 
Delivery/Pizza
 P/T
 F/T Own 
Car 
wons Sales I 
Commis  I Tips 
Call
 264 6155 
Can YOu
 Sell 




you have the Sales 
Ability,  









5821 Cottle, San Jose 
if 
you  can 






us now 23 hOur
 work 




asy sale, S175 00 to 
1100 00 per 
week 866 0293 
NURSES WANTED







Day  1 
evening  shifts 
For  more 
into
 










 for 7 nice 
kids,  ages 10 
I 17 




have  own car 






Television  ladies 1028, 
wanted for 


















tor slate board patient
 Phone 
415






. Rec T 


















































 CA 94088 





























































S LAKE TAHOE 19161 541 4547 or 
S44 7031 Ask for Moore's Manor 
New deluxe act For groups 6 Or 
10 165
 and up daily 
smaller units
 
available 2 bl from 
clubs 
ORIGINAL 1923 CLASSIC 
Unfurn 





 and responsible $325001
 
single
 $375/double First I 
last 
months rent 
I $33007 sec 551 5 















single $315 00 
double
 




sec  551 5 






bdrrh  house 
Non 
smoke/  female Approx 
mi from campus Access to 
Pub trans S200,rno utilities 
included 251 5704 
Sandler
 Rental July 17 to Aug 
24 
Santa 













Microwave and more 
@Inn 
Smoker  $130 NOrma 758 1410 
ROOM 




















two three bedrooms Pool spa 
saunas
 ping pond exercise 
room 
bollard
 room 3306 Payne 





 person only 









LOST from Markham Hall 
Nylon  
ski iacket tan 
with blue stripe. 
green 
titling, 













 777 8357 OR 7/9 
9680 
PERSONALS  
Attention ternale vocalist 
interested
 




rock  n' 








in my world of dreams you are 















etude  tutoring in 
French
























 Call 0166020 





Spring  clam., in 
ballet, 'an exeri .se 









DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA 
EXPRESS 188 7 444   
SJSU 'Downtown area 10 



















<tub,  etc 
Auditions upon request Call 
7388765








prints. 5 hIS Photo album 















and all budgets 
Calligraphy and weddings our 
specialty
 Cali Invitations
 Ink,  
786 3444 for tree estimate 
PROF MEN. WOMEN IN 




sales and  
rnang for 
mirki
 rnetics a natural organic 

















foreign and domestic. Hying
 to, 
from within the u S Includes 




















repairs  on any type bicycle 
Free 












yourself  use our word  









min  in 
struction



















 415 444 



















 Bay Area 
clinics
 
For inlorrhation call 415 444 5676 






homey? Mine or on location No 
waiting  Beautiful full service 
$25 
Rev Wright 7334615. days  
or anetirneon weekends 
SCIENCE
 MAGIC AND FRAUD 
Overlap.
 
out can be 
distinguished
 Knowing which is 
which and how they are used is A 
living skill Resource  Roe
 




 only Or indiniduals 




SUMMER IN PERU Earn college 
credit
 Visit the 
Amazon,
 see an Inca 




and much more Call Dr 




























assist  you in making 
those 
dreams come 
true  free service 
on 
campus
 ticket delivery free 
Call 









































mg. Hotel I Adventure 
Tour, Groups I Clubs 
Work  
abroad prog 




flights Car rental 
I 





 nothing extra 















public  Library/ San 
Jose,  CA 
95113 
14081 
797 1613 Hours 
Mon 





























GUIDE  to 
CRUISEWORLD.
 70, 
2535 Waft Ave 


































 St no 407 SF 
94108 
421  1473 
SUMMER



















L A I n  Airfare 
Dept  
June 21. 



























































 resumes.  
research







Copy service available with 
nominal
 lee Here 














 predation from 
rough
 draft to camera
 ready No 
lob too big 14081 
370  7687 
TYPING
 thesis Term 
Papers, etc 
Experienced and  Fast. 
Reasonable










287  4355 













Double Spaced Page From SI 
Resumes 
















































equip which can also do 
repetitious
 It, 
Etc  Jan 738 
766) 
E ac 










 and editing 
Emperienced and versatile Wrd 
proc Avail tam
 to 8prn 
Cali 
Marcia 766 940 
LOS 
GATOS/ACC  Prof Typist 
thesis  E 
up IBM wt memory. 18 
typestyles
 
incl/symbols  Call 
Rene from 
86












experienced typist for term 
papers 







Selectric III Prompt, neat. 





























Word Processing for 
all  
your  typing 















APA format on request 
IBM 
comm
 selec II I 
Located 
near 
Tully  Rd and Senter 
Audrey  








 typist  on IBM 
Correcting  Selatrir Will check 
spelling and
 















also  business 
typing
 







Sunnyvale Area Call Lynn at 
7311 1914 





produced on Word Processor 
All 
Formals
 SI SO per double 









 in So 
San rose Ask for Lori at 781 
4874 
EASYTYPE TYPING







149  0412 Wad Prot 
Available
 
TYPING Accuracy, neatness,  
deadlines 
guaranteed  Elm in 
theses
 report, dissertations 
APP 
SJSU 






























since 1970 IBM corr selec 361 
S Monroe St 4 (Hwy 11 and 
Shin creek 1 
746 0636or 679 1913 
TYPING 
BY A 
PROFESSIONAL  70 
years experience Neal,
 ac 






















Pam. 747  1681 
















Itpestyles.  Near 
780,101  775 9785 
SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL 
SERVICE (corner ot 
Scott and 
genlOni









TYPING Fast and Accurate.
 SI 25 
per page No 
resumes  
Cali  
Linda  in 
Sunnyvale
















SALE 1976  B7I0 Datsson




 fires. qua -lady
 
531300mb 0 Ph 2898907
 
FOR 







Cam Muncey 4 speed 17.000 or 
00 Ph 
76)1560 After ask tor 
Tom 
FOR SALE class° 69 'Stock Riviera 
for car 
bull
 needs some body 
work 5500 or ho pIn 




THE BEST FOR LESS. Audit/ 
E 








 the finest in 
audio  video and compsolers al 
cost Plus
 
Adum cahoralion ano 
Onsulling  by Apo? For 
pr Hest info. orders call 755 5580. 







































































I ircle a 
Oa








































for  each 
line  
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / 




/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
/ 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / 





/ / / 
/ / 
/ / / 
/ / 
/ / 
































P I Z 
Classified
 Desk Located 
Outside  Jet 
lOw 





IM WM In Ile WI El el 
MI ell WI 11.1 MB 
IR MI WI  IR III 
W le In HIM MOM
























I Use of 
this  coupon insures your 
Prints






 126, 110 or Disc. 
Reg.  
1 




 ANY OTHER OFFER 





 UP   
'COLOR 
PRINT PRINT FILM SPECIALS 
OMB 
MEI 
CG 110  12   
2.09 
CG 
110   24   
2.89 
CG 
135  24   
2.99 
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY PURCHASE 
EXPIRES 5/19/82 
 uPHOTO DRIVE UPse   
On your 135, 
126,  110 or disc 
film developed & printed 
at 
1/2 price.
 Includes 4x6 
prints.  











126,110  Or Disc 
film 
developed  and printed 





NOT  VALID WITH 
ANY




























 or slide 
NOT VALID WITH ANY 
OTHER OFFER 
COUPON






 DRIVE UP   
COPIES
 









MI NMI INN Ile 























































































 & Parr, 
in 













Fremont Ave al 






 Los Gatos Blvd 
& 
Blossom Hill





























Ave.  at 
Leigh 
559-0400 
1357  Kooser 
at Blossom Hill Rd 
1 HOUR 
SERVICE
 448.7550  
EAST
 











Story  Rd 
259.1750 
7 Hr Service 
NORTH BERRYESSA 
Berryessa Photo, Capitol & 
Berryessa in Alpha






Winchester and Payne 
378.2828  













Lawrence Square Shopping Center
 at 
Lawrence Exp....), & 


























. & Prospect 






El Camino at Hottenbeck 






Color Print Film 
Color 
Print  Film 

















































































 FOR II 


















































































































































you ask a 









 may have had 
a 
bad experience
 and the response
 was not 
personalized to you. 
McLaughlin also talked about two 
types of stresses.
 
Type one, he said, is identifiable, and 
for this reason can easily be  
dealt with. 
A 

























hand should be 
pushed out. 
"We 






said,  "with 
our chest 
out,  stomach 
















breathing  can lead
 to 
hyperventilation.  But 






neckaches  and 

















 a person 
should think




 as lying on the 
beach.
 The person should get 
in
 touch with 
that feeling, 
then




 a room to take a test. 
The person should shuttle back and 
forth between the two
 images until he or 
she can 
take the feeling of the beach into 
the classroom. The closer the two images, 
McLaughlin said, 
the easier it will be to 
walk into the test feeling relaxed. 
The third relaxation  technique is to 
cognitively structure




 a person's 
life,  
causing  his or her 
stress level to 
be raised, 
then go 
below  normal 




For example, a 
student may get 
all 
keyed up for 
an




to do anything. 
Type  two 
stress
 is a series of 
stresses 
that are
 never resolved. A 
person  will have 
someting happen 






Eventually  because of all 
these stresses, the 
body won't be able to 
take 




McLaughlin  said he thinks a large 
number of students on 
this
 campus have a 
type two stress because of SJSU being a 
commuter campus. 
"A
 student has to deal with the stress 
of traffic," he said. "Plus 
if the person is 
running
 late, there are more stresses. 
Then there is the added stress of finding 
parking.  
"If 
this were more of an enclosed 
campus," he said, "we wouldn't have 
these types of stresses." 
According to 
McLaughlin,  time 
management, exercise or activities that 
will balance out energy and get the body 
moving
 are best for stressful  
times.
 
But what's the easiest 
way to avoid 
stress, 
according  to McLauglin? 


















relationship  to 
finals will 
be presented 
from  7:30 
to
 9:30 p.m.
 tonight in 
the 
Dining Commons. 
Sounds  like 
a great 
idea  as the 
exams
 get 
closer,  but 
according  to 
Marjorie










 and the 
techniques  to be 
presented can't 























 to the two
 




anxiety  and 
they'll
 be able to 
do 











 that behavior  
modificiation
 and 
study habits can't be 
changed in a 
week.  
The workshop will 
consist of Craig 
giving 
"brief  strategies" on 
test
 taking 
and how to prepare 
for finals. She will 
also go 
through  a 25-minute 
muscle 
relaxation  exercise. 
"It's k 




contract  and 
relax 



















 Craig is hoping
 that 
those 







These  are group
 sessions that 
she 





style,  as well























Fire 'mil tit tiiiit 
 S 2.7
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85 


















9ANI  - 9PM M -F 
 
Open
 
Weekends  
- 
- - 
